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Baster Ball Cannon
Shared by Mike Barondeau*, author unknown
Besides being an excellent attention getter (more surprising than a hurled eraser), the baster ball cannon
demonstrates combustion, the fire triangle, and explosions. (The name comes from a turkey baster, but
most turkey basters no longer have bulbs large enough to accommodate a ping pong ball.)
Materials
__

1 lantern lighter (e.g., Coghlan’s No 503A; available at hardware or sporting goods stores)

__

1 battery filler syringe (a squeezable rubber bulb with a removable tube used to take up and release
battery acid or other automotive fluids) (available at automotive supply stores or online)

__

lighter fluid or other combustible, e.g., ethanol or methanol

__		either hole punch or star leather punch, or 3⁄16″ dia. cork borer and metal or wooden strip to fit inside the
rubber bulb and act as a backstop
__

1 ping pong ball (must fit tightly in the opening of the rubber bulb)

__

2 small adjustable wrenches

__

screwdriver

rubber bulb
(removable) tube

Figure 1. A battery filler syringe

Procedure
1.
2.
3.

*

Remove the tube (Figure 1) from the battery filler syringe (it will not be used).
Make a 3/16″ dia. hole in the side of the rubber filler bulb, about 1-3/4″ from the open end of the
bulb (Figure 2). You may need to “scrunch” the bulb to get a leather punch to the right position.
Next, examine the lantern lighter (shown in Figure 3). Notice the striker wheel that rotates and
rubs against the vertical brass rod (the flint magazine) as you turn the knurled knob that is held in
place by a set screw. If you rotate the knob very sharply, a spark should appear at the striker wheel.
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3/16″

1-3/4″

Figure 2. The rubber bulb of the filler syringe with
tube removed showing the position and dimensions of
punched hole (front view).

4.

If you look inside the knurled knob of the lantern lighter you will see a tiny spare flint that looks
like a miniature rabbit-food pellet. Very carefully unscrew the set screw on the knurled knob and,
cupping your hand around the knob to catch the spare flint, remove the knob. Remove the screw,
the outer hex nut, the washer, and the bracket. Discard the bracket.
Caution: Removing the knob exposes the inner rod of the lighter. It is important not to push the
inner rod through the outer barrel. If this happens, the striker wheel will be pushed out of position
and will no longer make contact with the flint magazine.
What should you do if this happens? Slowly unscrew the ribbed brass screw from the top end of the
flint magazine, cupping your hand to catch the spring that is inside. Remove the spring and the tiny
flint from the magazine. Push the striker wheel back into position. Replace the flint, spring, and
ribbed brass screw into and onto the flint magazine. Remember not to push the inner rod of the
lighter through the barrel.
inner hex
nut with
threads

striker
wheel
flint
flint
magazine

Figure 3. Schematic diagram of a
lantern lighter.
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6.

7.

8.
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With your index finger holding the striker wheel in its
proper position, insert the lighter into the rubber bulb,
and push the rod of the lighter that holds the knurled
knob through the hole, up to the inner hex nut (Figure 4).
On the outside of the rubber bulb, replace the washer
and screw the outer hex nut onto the rod. Also reattach
the knurled knob with the set screw. Figure 4 shows the
completed assembly.
You may wish to practice striking the lighter without
fuel in the bulb. Strike the lighter by turning the knurled
knob rapidly and sharply between your thumb and inFigure 4. Completed cannon (side view)
dex finger. (The best way to do this is to hold the knob
after lighter has been inserted.
and snap your finger.) It should spark.
When you are confident in your striking technique,
pour a milliliter of methanol, ethanol, or lighter fluid fuel into the filler bulb, being careful not to
wet the flint. (Using too much fuel will cause a large flame to persist until all the fuel is consumed.)
Allow the bulb to sit for a few minutes while the fuel vaporizes. Push a ping pong ball snugly into
the mouth of the rubber bulb.

! Put on safety glasses. Before striking the lighter, point the cannon away from the audience and

any objects. To fire again, squeeze the bulb a few times to exchange the carbon dioxide and other
combustion products with air.
9.

! Do not store your baster ball cannon with fuel in it. The materials used in the ping pong ball

will dissolve and become misshapen if exposed to alcohols and lighter fluid for a prolonged time.
You can get replacement flints from a drug store, supermarket, or hardware store. They are displayed near cigarette lighters.

How do you use this?
For the baster ball cannon (BBC) to work, there must be oxygen, vaporized fuel, and a spark from
the striker within the bulb. The importance of oxygen to initiating and sustaining combustion, and the
non-combustibility of carbon dioxide, can be demonstrated by attempting to explode the BBC immediately after an explosion: It won’t work until the carbon dioxide is exchanged with oxygen. You might
have to prove to your students that it is carbon dioxide that is produced in the combustion.
It might be interesting to compare the flight distances of ping pong balls when propelled by the
explosion of equal quantities (volumes or masses) of different fuels such as ethanol, methanol, and
lighter fluid.
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